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登板 勝利 敗北 セープ 完投 完封勝 無四球 打者 投球回 安打
田中将大 2 7 3,806
グルビッシュ 0 9 3,9451,023










DIPS  BABIP  WHIP  K/BB  BB/9   ERC  ERC224
田中将大 1.872   0.294    0.876    7.531    1.274    1.514    1.555
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The Estimation of the Amount of the MLB Bid Tendered for
Posting Player by DCF and Real Option Method
Katsuhiko Satoma
ABSTRACT
First I compare the last seasonns result of Tanak and Darvish by the
some methods of SABRmetorics. Dalvish was posted to MLB as
tradable picher next year. Both are superior so that a bid is the same
amount. 2.The system and conditions to MLB are summarized. 3. It
is explained an important advertising incom in an item of the cashflow.
4 expects the constitution of main cash flow on the merchandising.
With 5, I estimate the amount of bid of Tanaka and Darvish class from
the CDF. Finally I give you the evaluation that I should postpone
whether I should tender a bid if I use a postponement optional method
in a real option and consider current economic conditions. Judging
from the current economic conditions that are the boratiles such as
European curency crises, bid postponement is desirable.
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